[FMRI-EEG estimation of cerebral reactivity to motor tasks in patients with brain tumors].
fMRI (1.5 or 3 T) and EEG studies with estimation of reactive responses on motor task (by right or left hand) were performed in 9 patients with tumors localized in frontal lobe of the brain. Results of this investigation were compared with results of the similar study in 12 healthy persons. It was shown that in cases of the brain pathology disorders of functional specialization and increase of diffuse component of reactivity was observed, fMRI-responses had been characterized the more intact reactions than reactive changes of EEG parameters. This specificity was described in cases of afferent loads in damaged hemisphere. Peculiarity of including different spectral bands in forming of EEG responses on motor tasks and changes of fMRI-answer depend on degree of cerebral decompensation, reflected in the of baseline EEG reorganization and degree of motor defect. Predominantly an increase of EEG coherence in delta-band with the predominance of reaction in the damaged hemisphere in cases of addressing any afferent load was observed in patients with severe cerebral decompensation and reflect dominant character of pathological focus forming. This data indicate on the more including of the deep brain structures in process of reactivity in patients compared with healthy persons and confirmed by fMRI-data.